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TABLE 3 - CHEMISTRYOF SEDIMENTSOF THE ADJACENT SHELF

SI

StnWater Texture Al.o.%Fe%TiO.%Mn in ppmCaC03%
No.

No.depth ---------------
m

ABABABAB
SECTION I: NORTH OF GULF OF KUTCH1

120Clay 13'4214·913-453,830·420,471024113810
2

227Silty clay13·0614·353-563-910'430,477918699
3

341Clay 12'9514-235·626·710'410'455586139
4

494Silty clay12'3615-455,536'910'410'5126833520

SECTION II: NORTH OF GULF OF KuTCH5

1- do13-6415·155,536,140'450'5 52958810
6

260Clayey sand8,4614·12·964,930,30,544273740
7

385Silty sand 6,313-41'373·190·260·55529112553
8

4100 do7'5112·113-235·210·420·671059170838

SECTION III: SOUTH OF GULF OF KUTCH9

130Silty clay12-6214·246·196,870,550·6170978810
10

254Clayey silt10·7312·775-546·590,640,7670984416
11

365Silty clay 9·1712'233'624-830'610·8172196125
12

490 do8,9912'313·564-880,590'8166991627

SECTION IV: SOUTH OF GULF OF KUTCH13

129 do12·2713·345·616,090,570'626867468
14

242 do12·6313-886·427·060,690,767688449
15

369 do5'749·263·014,850·440·7159395638

A = concentrations in the bulk sample; B = concentrations on carbonate-free basis.

data with data from the Gulf sediments shows
greoter sirr,i1arity with the sediments of the r.orthern
region th<ln with those of the southern region. It is
very well m8rked in the cose of titanium, but it is
I: at so in the ca Se of iron; 2 dually the beha viour of
both aluminil'm and iron are similar. This implies
that the sediments of the shelf region coming from
the north are not transported u.p to the southern
pa rt of the Gulf to a gre8 t exten t but 8re deflected
into the Gulf as a result of some physic21 processes
and this may be the re2son for the sediments in the
shelf region north of Gulf of Kutch being chemically
different from those found south of the Gulf of
Kutch. It ma y be mentioned here tha t the simil,- rity
observed between the Gulf sediments aEd the
sediments of the northern region of the adj2cent shelf
could not be due to sediments coming from 2dj2cent
la nd m2 sses to the Gulf beca use the supply from the
streams openirg into the Gulf is proba bly negligible
in view of the f2 ct th2 t they are sma 11,es tU2fin e in
nature and running through the surrourding land
moss which is an arid zone.

The authors are grateful to Dr S. Z. Q2sim for
going through the manuscript critically and to Shri
H. N. Siddiquie for encour8gement. They are
thankful to the C2ptain and crew of RV Gaveshani
for their coopera tion in the cruise.
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The 2 highly ferruginous sandstone units found are
elongate, parallel to the coast line and are unfossili
ferous. The sandstones are coarse grained, well
sorted and negatively skewed. Textural characters,
areal pattern and mineralogical composition
sug~est that the sandstones have been derived from
the eolian red sands and deposited during one of the
sea level fluctuations on the east coast of India. The
sandstones are considered to be post-Pleistocene in
age in view of their position above the late Pleistocene
red sandy sediments.

TERTIARY S2ndstor es ne krown from the C02 staltr2ctsofWest ad East Godavcri Districts of
Andhra Pradesh1•2• However, their extersion fur
ther north h2 s not been reported except the
occu.rrence of sarclstones in Ran2sthzlam 8rEa of
Srika kulam District3. This pc tch of S2ndstones is
considered to be 2Jl eql'iv21ert of R2j,hmurdry
sandstones of Miocene age. During 8 study on the
red sandy sediments in the coast? 1 8rea between
Vis2kh2p8·tnam 3rd Bhimuripatmm, 2 sadstone
pa tches overlyirg the red snds h8 ve been observed
near Vad8palem (Fig. 1). No outcrops of such
rocks 2re found in other parts of the b2sin or in the
adjacent areas. The 1st sandstone (Sl) is located at
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Fig. 1- Physiography of the area and locations of sand
stone units

Sl = sandstone unit 1, SI = sandstone unit 2, RL = red
sandy sediments.

[Data from Folk and Ward']

TABLE 1- GRAIN SIZE PARAMETERS A~ilD
HEAVY MINERAL PER CENT OF SANDSTONES AND

RED SANDY SEDIMENTS

Sample MzCJSkIKg'HeavyNo.
mineral

%
S11

1-510'556-0,0650'922413
S12

1-330'54-0'0961·07115-5
S21

1-470'46-0,0121-5269
S22

1'50·412-0'0711-4911'3 .
S23

1-270,5-0'0691·03915·3
RLt

1-840'5770·0231-0712·7
RL2

1-90·5740'0360,992·8
RLa

1·720·5870·0291·53-7:
RL,

1·940·6460'2741·5444-5

during one of the marine transgressive phases.
Such a conclusion is strongly supported by the sea
level fluctuations recorded on the east coast of
India8 and location of ancient shore lines farther
inland to the present coast line in the Godavari
Delta area9• Further, from the log data, fn;>m
bores in the tidal basin of Visakhapatnam and
features reported10, it has been inferred that during
the commencement of Holocene (since 10000 B.C.),
the sea level at Visakhapatnam might have been
about 7 m higher than the present. During this
transgressive period, the red sands might have
remained under sea for certain period and con
siderable reworking of the sediments took place.
In the reworking process, finer p rticles of the red
sands might have been winnowed out by the waves
and carried offshore. Further, it improved the
sorting of the sediments and resulted in the Concen
tration of heavy minerals. Such a process by
waves is evidenced by increase in the mean size.
better sorting and negative skewness of the sands
of the sandstones compared to the mean size.
moderate sorting and positive skewness of the red
sands. In addition, higher concentration of the

SHORT COMMUNICATIONS

300 m from the present coast line and the 2nd unit
(S2) lies further 300 m inland (Fig. 1). The first
unit is at a lower level and the lower contact of the
formation is not exposed and the outcrop is seen on
either side of a channel cutting. The 2nd unit is a
linear body 2 to 5 m wide, maximum of about 2 m
thick and e,xtends in the NE-SW direction for
200 m. A stream has greatly dissected the NE part
of the formation reducing the length of the sand
stone body. The sandstone units are almost
parallel to each other and in turn parallel to the
present coastline.

The sandstones are highly compacted, ferruginous,
structureless and unfossiliferous. Therefore, in this
paper ~n attempt is made to describe and interpret
the depositional environment of the sandstones,
basing mainly on textural characters, mineralogical
composition and physiogr2phical factors of the
formatioLS.

Two samples were collected from the sandstone
unit I (Sl) on either side of the channel cutting.
In the sandstone unit II (S2) 3 samples were col
lected along its length. Two samples from the
underlying red sandy sediments of S2and 2 from the
inland red sands were also collected.

Sandstone samples were soaked in water for 24 hr
and then gently crushed in a mortar until the
individual grains were completely separated. These
samples and the red sandy sediment samples were
treated with stannous chloride to remove the iron
oxide coatings. The cler,n s~,nds thus obtained
were subjected to granulometric analysis using! cf> sieves. Grain size parameters4 were calculated
from the statistical data. Heavy miner21s were
separated using bromoform and studied under
microscope.

Grain size characters of sandstones lmd red sands
(Table 1) show that the sandstoJ:1,eunit S2 is rela
tively coarse grained and well sorted compared to
the red sands and sandstone unit St. Both the
sandstone units are better sorted than the red sands.
While the red sands ore positively skewed, the
sandstones are negatively skewed. No systematic
trend is apparent in the kurtosis values of the red
sands and sandstones. Sandstones 2fe characterized
by quartz content in excess of 95% and are enriched
in total heavy mineral per cent compaed to the red
sands. Heavy minerals present in decreasing order
of abundance are sillimanite, opaques, kyvnite,
pyroxenes, rutile, tourmaline and zircon. However,
the type of minerals pres ent vire same in both.

Highest quartz content, well sorted ndure, high
degree of rounding and restricted heavy mineral
suite, indic2te a multicyclic origin of the sands
constitutir.g the sandstones. Pettijohn et al.s state
that the above type of sclllds will have an eolian
episode sometimes in the history, not necessarily in
the l~st stage represented by the present accumula
tion. Therefore, it may be inferred that the sClnds
of the sandstones under present. study have been
derived from the underlying 2S well PS inland red
sands that were coniiidered to have an eolian
deposit6•7•

From the physiographic arrangement of the sand
stone and the ,nature of the grain size parameters,
the sandstones are considered to haye been formed
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total heavy mineral per cent of the sandstones
relative to the red sands (Table 1) substantiates the
inference that the red sands were considerably
reworked by the waves before being deposited as
sandstones. Mason and Folkll, Friedman12 and
Duane13 observed that to a greater extent dune
sands are positively skewed and beach sands are
negatively skewed. Martins14 has suggested 2
possible causes for negative skewness: (i) addition
of material to the coarser terminal, and (ii) sub
traction of fines from a normal population. In the
present area, the removal of the fines from the red
sands by the Waves might have resulted in the
negative skewness of the sandstones.

Physiography of the area (Fig. 1) suggests that
the sea might have entered the area of deposition
of sandstones as a tidal inlet in between
the 2 hills. Therefore, all the reworked sedi
ments and the sediment load derived from the
inland red sands could not be transported to the
sea freely and probably resulted in the formation
of a sand barrier. Such a development of sand
barrier in the tidal inlets and also in the regressive
and transgressive sedimentary cycles have been
reported earlierlS,16. The field relationship of the
sandstones suggests that the sandstones were depo
sited in 2 phases of marine transgression. Perhaps
the sea stood at the first unit (SI) level long enough
to form a barrier to be established and moved
further inland. Later this barrier had been sub
merged and a new barrier has become established
at the second sandstone unit (S2)level. During the
formation of the second barrier, the submerged
barrier had been covered with the reworked red
sands transported seaward from the new strand
line and also with some pebbles derived from the
wave attack on surrounding rocks. The 3 m over
burden on the 1st sandstone unit 51 constituting
bands of uniform red sands and well rounded pebbles
support the above conclusion.

There is no direct evidence on the stratigraphic
position of the sandstones. However, the sand
stones may be considered as Holocene, as they
overlie the late Pleistocene6 red sands.

The first author (Y.5.) gratefully acknowledges
the financial assistance from the UGC, New Delhi,
under Faculty Improvement Programme.
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Sounds produced by toad fish and shrimps, col
lected from the Cochin backwaters, were recorded in
the laboratory and the records analysed using an
audio frequency. spectrometer and an oscilloscope.
The records of burst-pulsed sounds produced by
toad fish showed at least 3 harmonically related
frequencies. The fundamental frequency varied from
about 125 Hz to 160 Hz depending on the size of the
animal. The pulse type sound produced by the snap
ping shrimps had maximum energy in the frequency
range 1500Hz to 2500 Hz and appreciable. energy was
found even at 16kHz. No difference in the structure of
the sound was found to exist with the size of the
shrimp.

SUCCESSFUL application of underwater acoustictechniques in naval operations, fathometry, fish
finding and telemetry requires an understanding of
sounds contributed by various component sOurces
to the ambient noise level. Acoustic ambient noise
in the sea has 3 major component sources, viz.
water motion, man made sources and marine life.
In coastal waters and harbour areas, a predominant
component of ambient noise is due to marine life.
Identification and localization of soniferous marine
organisms from the sounds at sea is possible only if
we know the characteristics of the sounds produced
by individual contributors.

Significance of sounds produced by toad fishes
and shrimps in the ambient noise level in the sea
has been conclusively demonstrated. Fange and
Wittenbergl have studied the structure of the swim
bladder of the toad fish in relation to production of
sound and Fish et at.2 have shown that the fre
quency characteristics of sound produced by indivi
dual toad fishes are constant. Spectral distribution
of energy of the sounds produced by. snapping
shrimps has been reported3-s. Johnsonet at..6and
Knudsen et at.7 have described the snapping habits
and the mechanism of sound production in shrimps.
Acoustic characteristics of the sounds produced by
toad fish (family Batrachoidae) and snappingshfimp
(family Alplieidae) hFe been studied and the results
presented in this paper. _

The animals were collected from the Cochin
backwaters and the individuals were kepJ in the
laboratory in a tank (3x2x2 ft). The tank
was lfued' inside with 2 in. thick foaltl nibber
cushi6Ii,' to prevent the animals froni striking 'the
sides and bottom, and was mounted on a 2 in. thick
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